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Abstract: Utilitarian voting (UV) is defined in this paper as any voting rule that
allows the voter to rank all of the alternatives by means of the scores permitted under
a given voting scale. Specific UV rules that have been proposed are approval voting,
allowing the scores 0, 1; range voting, allowing all numbers in an interval as scores;
evaluative voting, allowing the scores –1, 0, 1. The paper deals extensively with
Arrow’s impossibility theorem that has been interpreted as precluding a satisfactory
voting mechanism. I challenge the relevance of the ordinal framework in which that
theorem is expressed and argue that instead utilitarian, i.e. cardinal social choice
theory is relevant for voting. I show that justifications of both utilitarian social
choice and of majority rule can be modified to derive UV. The most elementary
derivation of UV is based on the view that no justification exists for restricting
voters’ freedom to rank the alternatives on a given scale.
Keywords: Approval voting, Arrow’s impossibility theorem, cardinal collective
choice, evaluative voting, majority rule, range voting, utilitarian voting
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1. Introduction
Under utilitarian voting (UV) a voter can score each alternative with one of
the scores permitted by a given voting scale.2 There is no further restriction
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The term ‘utilitarian’ has a long tradition beginning in classical economics, where
it is particularly associated with Bentham, and in the modern theory of collective
choice. All the usages have in common that the social welfare that is to be
maximized is defined as the sum of individual utilities. These theories are all abstract
in the sense that they do not specify how the individual utilities should be measured.
In the voting context of the present paper the utilities are the numerical scores
recorded by the voters.
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on how the alternatives may be scored. Three specific utilitarian voting
methods have been proposed: approval voting (AV), evaluative voting (EV)
and range voting (RV).3 While these will be discussed, the main focus of the
paper is on utilitarian voting generally. I argue that UV is superior to
traditional voting rules that restrict how alternatives may be scored. These
will be referred to as restricted voting (RESV) rules.
Any claim regarding the superiority of a voting rule, or class of such
rules, must confront Arrow’s claim, expressed in his impossibility theorem,
that no satisfactory method of collective choice can exist. That Arrow’s
theorem precludes the existence of a satisfactory voting rule appears still to
be the dominant view among voting theorists. In their introduction to a
recent symposium on voting theory, Levin and Nalebuff (1995: 3) put it as
follows: “One can speculate on why alternatives to plurality rule have had
such a difficult time being adopted. Part of the cause may be Arrow’s
general possibility theorem. Arrow (1951) demonstrates that any voting
system applied to an unrestricted collection of voter preferences must have
some serious defects; we must always choose between flawed alternatives.”
A large literature on Arrow’s conditions exits, but as the above quotation
demonstrates, has not reduced the perceived relevance of the impossibility
theorem. There is however another branch of collective choice theory,
namely utilitarian collective choice, that, instead of fiddling with Arrow’s
axioms, challenges the very framework within which those axioms are
expressed. Arrow’s framework is ordinal in the sense that it assumes that
only the information provided by individual orderings over the alternatives
are relevant for the determination of a social ordering. Utilitarian collective
choice assumes that individual preferences are given as cardinal numbers;
social preference is defined as the sum of these numbers. The fact that
voting procedures are cardinal4 suggests that cardinal rather than ordinal
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The standard and most elaborate advocacy of AV is Brams and Fishburn (1983a).
A more recent review is Weber (1995). The seminal paper on range voting is Smith
(2000). Much information, not only about RV, but also about AV and UV can be
found on the web page of the Center for Range Voting at:
http://math.temple.edu/~wds/crv/AboutUs.html.
4 That all voting methods are cardinal has been questioned by several readers of this
paper. They typically point to procedures such as the Borda count, or single
transferable vote, that are referred to in the literature as ‘positional’ voting methods.
The fact is that none of these methods is based on position alone, if the were, they
would run into Arrow’s paradox and would reach a result only in the case of
unanimity. All of these methods translate the position into a numerical value that is
added to obtain the result. Therefore, they are cardinal.
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collective choice theory should be relevant. This is part of the approach of
this paper.
Let Ri be the preference ordering of the ith voter, i =1, ..., N and R the
corresponding social ordering. The problem of social choice, as formalized
by Arrow, is formalized as that of finding a suitable mapping
O : (R1 ,...,RN )→R. I refer to this type of mappings as ordinal. Voting
procedures are cardinal mappings from sets of numbers to a set of numbers.
Let vi = (si1, …, sij ) be the vote of the ith voter and sij the score he gives to
alternative j.
The aggregate vote is v = (s1, …, sj ), with sj =Σi sij the aggregate score for
alternative j. The mapping C : (v1, ...,vN )→v is cardinal. While it is true that
each cardinal mapping implies an ordinal mapping, the reverse is not true
because an infinity of cardinal mappings imply the same ordinal mapping.
Although there is no logical reason why ordinal conditions should not
apply to cardinal mappings, the fact that all voting procedures are cardinal
should at least raise the question of the relevance of ordinal conditions. I am
motivated to derive a positive theory of voting and have found the only
possibility for this in a cardinal theory. This is in line with a conclusion of
Sen (1977): “The classic framework pioneered by Arrow, seems to be quite
inappropriate for interest aggregation. … The n-tuples of individual
orderings are informationally inadequate for representing conflicts of
interest.”
Much of the collective choice literature asks if it is possible to restore
consistency by weakening one of Arrow’s postulates. This has not led to
useful results from which one could derive a satisfactory voting rule, 5
thereby confirming that Arrow’s conditions are quite weak and thus very
general and plausible. This is the reason why they have been so widely
accepted. The various approaches discussed in the present paper do not
attempt to weaken the conditions further; instead they strengthen the
framework in which the conditions are expressed by allowing the cardinal
representation of preferences.
Unlike mostpapers on collective choice and voting that are highly
mathematical, this one gets along with some simple arithmetic. There are
several reasons: (a) The UV rule is itself very simple and its most important
properties are easy to derive. (b) Several derivations of UV are based on
more general derivations of utilitarian collective choice that could be
5

A concise review of these attempts is given in Mueller (2003, Sections 24.2-3).
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applied to voting as a special case. Others generalize derivations of majority
rule (MR), to the case of more than two alternatives. In all these cases the
heavy mathematics was taken care of by the authors of the original papers
and is not repeated here. (c) A final reason is that I do not employ game
theory, as most modern contributions to voting theory do, the reason being
that I question the empirical relevance of game theory for voting.
The paper has the following structure: Section 2 asks how the problem
of voting should be conceptualized. This includes the question of what other
activities voting is related to and how these have been structured. I argue
that prima facie the utilitarian theory of collective choice, rather than the
ordinal theory is relevant. Some basic definitions required subsequently are
given in Section 3. Section 4 gives a simple and pragmatic derivation of UV
based on the idea that lifting the restrictions on the scoring of the
alternatives that characterize traditional voting methods leads directly to
UV. Section 5 examines the arguments advanced by Arrow and in the
subsequent literature in favor of the ordinal approach. The lack of progress
in both social choice and voting theories is examined in Section 6 and
attributed to faulty conceptualizations in both cases. Section 7 examines
both Arrow’s conditions and the Condorcet criterion in the context of UV.
In all fields other than voting, the aggregation of judgments proceeds by
freely attaching scores from a given scale to the objects being evaluated. In
Section 8 I argue that voting should follow this example.
Section 9 describes UV as being simply an application of traditional
utilitarianism. Section 10 argues that rational delegates to a constitutional
convention would unanimously opt for UV. The framework can also be
used to relate other voting methods to the theory of decision making under
uncertainty. It is shown in particular that plurality voting (PV) corresponds
to maximizing the probability of the largest gain, irrespective of the risk.
Section 11 examines May’s derivation of majority rule and d’Aspremont
and Grevers’ derivation of utilitarian collective choice and show that both
can be used to justify UV. Section 12 sharpens the criticism of PV by
showing that the ‘worst’ candidate can win, the ‘best’ receive the fewest
voted. Section 13 discusses strategic voting and the amount of preference
distortion under UV and RV. The choice between the three UV methods
that have been proposed is discussed in Section 14. Utilitarian voting in the
historical Republic of Venice is the subject of Section 15. Section 16
concludes with a call for the empirical study of alternative voting methods.
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2. How should the problem of voting be conceptualized?
In voting theory as well as in the more abstract theory of collective choice,6
the problem is usually described as being that of the aggregation of
preferences. Just what ‘preference’ means is usually not elaborated. Before
turning to this issue, it is useful to point out that for Condorcet who stood at
the beginning of the mathematical theory of voting, as well as for earlier
theorists, the problem was that of choosing the correct alternative, for
example, the best qualified candidate. This was viewed as a cognitive
problem rather than as one of subjective preference.7
‘Preference’ refers to a choice between alternatives. If an individual
chooses an alternative a over b, that means that he expects the subjective
experience that results from the choice of a to be superior to that resulting
from the choice of b. An expectation is always more or less uncertain, even
if the experience follows directly upon the choice. In the case of political
electionsthe uncertainty is very large. The voter is uncertain about how a
politician, once elected, will act; he is also uncertain about the consequences
of various actions; finally, he cannot be sure in advance of how a given
outcome will affect his psychological state of well being. I will sometimes
refer to individuals’ evaluations of alternatives as ‘judgments’, rather than
‘preferences’, the reason being that the former term is more general and can
be applied to situations in which it would be inappropriate to speak of
preference. For example, teachers rate students in relation to their grasp of
some subject matter. The note given reflects the teacher’s judgment, not his
preference in the sense of, for example, his liking a particular student better
than another. When notes are aggregated, over exams to give a final grade,
or over course grades to determine if a student qualifies for graduation, this
is an aggregation of judgments. In deciding how to aggregate judgments in
a given field, such as voting, it is of interest to study the aggregation of
judgments in other fields and this will be done in the present paper.
In addition to looking directly at how the aggregation of judgments
isactually performed in different fields, it is clearly desirable to look at

By ‘voting theory’ I mean the literature that deals with specific voting procedures,
such as plurality voting, or Borda count. ‘Collective choice theory’ is the more
abstract body of literature in which the results usually take the form of possibility,
or impossibility results. Arrow’s impossibility theorem and Harsanyi’s positive
results for utilitarian social choice are part of collective choice theory.
7 Early voting theory is discussed and the most important documents are reproduced
in McLean and Urken (1995).
6
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existing theories of how such aggregations should be performed. In the
voting context, voting theory and the theory of collective choice are
obviously relevant. In relation to the latter, we should deal with the fact that
there are two broad theories, the ordinal theory in the mold of Arrow and
the cardinal theory associated most prominently with the work of Harsanyi.8
These may also be termed the ‘negative’ and the ‘positive’ theories, since
Arrow presented an impossibility result, while the cardinal theorists
presented consistent sets of axioms. While the ordinal theory has dominated
voting theory, a principal claim of the present paper is that the cardinal
theory is relevant for voting.
3. Some definitions
Let sij be the score given by the ith voter to the jth alternative, i = 1, …, N, j
= 1, …, J. The scores are real numbers in a specified interval: S ≤ sij ≤ 𝑆̅. A
list of permissible scores is a voting scale VS. A particular VS may involve
further restrictions on admissible scores; these will be discussed presently.
The ballot of the ith voter is the vector of scores he gives to the alternatives:
bi = (si1, …, siJ ) . The total score of the jth alternative is sj = Σisij. The total
vote is the vector b = (s1, …, sJ). In a single stage election, alternative h will
be a winner if and only if sh ≥ sj , for all j. In the case of
multi-stage elections, the winner of each round is determined in this manner.
The above definitions cover the voting methods in actual use,9 except
for the fact that traditional RESV rules place restrictions on how the scores
made available by a given voting scale may be used. Thus, plurality voting
has the two permissible scores, (0, 1), and the restriction that the 1 can be
assigned to only one alternative, 0 being assigned to the rest. Scoring rules
that are not RESV are UV.
The best-known utilitarian voting method is approval voting (AV) for
which VS = (0, 1). For scale voting (SC) a score can be any real number
such that S ≤ sij ≤ 𝑆̅. Evaluative voting, advocated by the present author, has
VS = (–1, 0, 1). I will compare these alternatives, in Sections 13 and 14, but
the main focus of the paper is on utilitarian voting in general.

8

Harsanyi (1953, 1955, 1976).
The winner is determined differently in voting methods based on pair wise
comparisons. These have not figured among methods actually employed. They are
discussed by Levin and Nalebuff (1995) and by Young (1995).
9
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4. Three conditions that imply UV
This section contains a simple, pragmatic argument for UV. It is based on
the idea that UV results simply from the lifting of restrictions imposed by
traditional voting methods. More formally:
Use of a Voting Scale The voting method is based on a voting scale as
defined above.
Cardinal Aggregation The outcome of the election is based on cardinal
aggregation, i.e., the simple sums of scores for the various alternatives.
Voter Sovereignty Each voter is free to assign to any alternative any of the
scores provided by the voting scale.
The three conditions define UV. I can think of no argument against voter
sovereignty and am unaware of any in the literature. This simple derivation
is therefore quite powerful.
5. Is there a case for ordinal collective choice?
The argument for ordinal social choice is generally expressed in terms of
the alleged impossibility of interpersonal comparisons of utility. Arrow
(1963: 9) formulated it thus:
The viewpoint will be taken here that interpersonal comparison of
utilities has no meaning and, in fact, that there is no meaning relevant
to welfare comparisons in the measurability of individual utility. The
controversy is well-known and hardly need be recited here. During
the entire controversy, the proponents of measurableutility have
been unable to produce any proposition of economic behavior which
could be explained by their hypothesis and not by those of the
indifference-curve theorists. Indeed, the only meaning the concepts
of utility can be said to have is their indications of actual behavior,
and, if any course of behavior can be explained by a given utility
function, it has been amply demonstrated that such a course of
behavior can be equally well explained by any other utility function
which is a strictly increasing function of the first. If we cannot have
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measurable utility, in this sense, we cannot have interpersonal
comparability of utilities a fortiori.
Arrow is here referring to the static theory of consumer choice. Subsequent
passages deal with the cardinal utility theory of von Neumann and
Morgenstern. Arrow states that, since this theory is about an individual’s
choice among uncertain prospects, it is irrelevant to social choice. That is
correct, but applies equally to the theory of consumer choice under
certainty. The fact that this theory can do without cardinal utility has no
implication for collective choice.
In a later section of his book Arrow explicitly considered additive utility
and argued that it cannot serve as the basis of collective choice. He considers
a choice between three alternatives and assumes that the individual utility
functions are normalized so that the most preferred alternative gets a 1, the
least preferred a 0.
It is not hard to see that the suggested assignment of utilities is
extremely unsatisfactory. Suppose there are altogether three
alternatives and three individuals. Let two of the individuals have the
utility 1 for alternative x, .9 for y, and 0 for z; and let the third
individual have the utility 1 for y, .5 for x and 0 for z. According to
the above criterion, y is preferred to x. Clearly, z is a very undesirable
alternative since each individual regards it as worst. If z were blotted
out of existence, it should not make any difference to the final
outcome; yet, under the proposed rule for assigning utilities to
alternatives, doing so would cause the first two individuals to have
utility 1 for x and 0 for y, while the third individual has utility 0 for
x and 1 for y, so that the ordering by sum of utilities would cause x
to be preferred to y (Arrow 1963: 32).
This argument illustrates a fundamental blind spot in the work of Arrow and
in collective choice theory that followed in his foot steps. It is the failure to
recognize the possibility of measuring along an independent scale. Suppose
the voting procedure used is RV, the VS consisting of scores s such that 0
≤ s ≤ 1. Then, under sincere voting, assumed by Arrow throughout, each
alternative would have a defined value in this interval, independently of
other alternatives. If each alternative is evaluated independently of all
others, the comparison is equally independent. For example, if a scores 1
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and b scores 0, then a always score higher than b, regardless of who else is
in the choice set.
There is another related blindness. It would appear that the primary
challenge for anyone who argues against cardinal social choice is to
confront it directly. The seminal contribution is Harsanyi (1955). In the
second (1963) edition of his book, Arrow has the new Chapter 8 dealing
with developments since the first edition; there is no mention of Harsanyi’s
work. Arrow gave a summary of his work at a symposium on Human Values
and Economic Policy participated in by economists and philosophers (Hook
1967). Neither his, nor any other contribution mentions Harsanyi. Oddly,
Samuelson (1967) in his comment on Arrow’s paper conjectures that an
impossibility theorem similar to that of Arrow can be proven for cardinal
aggregation also!
Arrow was actually Harsanyi’s thesis advisor at Stanford University in
1956–58. In a glowing foreword to Harsanyi’s collected papers Arrow
(1976: vii) writes:
When John Harsanyi came to Stanford University as a candidate for
the Ph.D., I asked him why he was bothering, since it was most
unlikely that he had anything to learn from us. He was already a
known scholar; in addition to some papers in economics, the first
two papers in this volume had already been published and had
dazzled me by their originality and their combination of
philosophical insight and technical competence.
The two papers referred to include the 1955 classic already mentioned.
Regarding Harsanyi’s contribution to social choice, Arrow (1976: vii)
writes:
Harsanyi has maintained consistently the importance of founding
ethics as well as descriptive social science on the basis of the rational
behavior of society and of individuals. The result has been a vigorous
defense, rehabilitation, and reinterpretation of classical
utilitarianism. In particular, Harsanyi introduced the ideal of
considering the choice of an ethical criterion in a hypothetical
situation where individuals do not know who they are or what their
interests will be (this approach was used independently and
somewhat later by John Rawls, under the now widely-used term,
‘original position’; it has also been introduced independently and
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somewhat earlier by William Vickrey). Hence, the social rule
amounts to maximizing under uncertainty.
Arrow is apparently willing to let ordinal and cardinal theories of collective
choice co-exist, even though he had denied the possibility of the latter to
exist in any meaningful way.
A convincing rationale for the adoption of ordinalism cannot be found
in the work of Arrow, nor as far as I can see anywhere else. What was the
actual motivation? In his survey of social choice theory, Sen (1986: 1073–
4) has this to say:
No approach to welfare economics has received as much support
over the years as utilitarianism. If Ui(⋅) is the utility function of
person i defined for each person i =1,…,n over the set X of alternative
social states, then on the utilitarian approach any state x is at least as
good as another y, denoted xRy, if and only if
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑈𝑖 (𝑥) ≥ ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑈𝑖 (𝑦) . It is clear that utilitarianism uses
cardinality and interpersonal comparability of utilities. Both these
practices received severe reprimand in the 1930’s, with the rebuke
drawing sustenance from a single-minded concern with basing utility
information on non-verbal behavior only, dealing with choices in the
absence of risk. It thus appeared that social welfare must be based
on just the n-tuple of ordinal, interpersonally non-comparable,
individual utilities. This informational restriction would, of course,
make the traditional, make the traditional utilitarian approach – and
a great many other procedures – unworkable.
Sen is here referring to the influential book of Robbins (1932). Robbins
pointed out that all social or economic policies, not based on the equivalent
criteria of Pareto optimality or unanimous decision making, involve value
judgments that compare the gains and losses of different individuals. He
stated further that there was no scientific foundation for value judgments.
Therefore, economists cannot make any policy recommendations and
claim scientific validity for them. The literature dealing with values in
relation to social science and policy, as well as in relation to science
generally is in fact vast. Robbins’ position was directly challenged by
Gunnar Myrdal (1969) who argued that the answer to the problem raised by
Robbins is to make explicit the value judgments that enter into social
policies. Policy decisions always involve assumptions about cause and
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effect; there is a role for scientific analysis even if we accept Robbins’
position that value judgments cannot be scientific. Further more, value
judgments are certainly capable of being debated. Religious leaders and
philosophers have done this for millennia. More recently, it has been a
subject for psychologists and, as Layard (2005) points out, values are
increasingly being studied by the methods of the natural sciences as well.
For the purpose of the present paper it suffices to point out that Robbins’
argument is not about voting. A vote aggregates the preferences, or
judgments of the voters. These may be influenced by the pronouncements
of economists and others, but the voter is the ultimate arbiter of their
validity. The fact is, there is no logical link from Robbins’ position to that
of Arrow who excluded utilitarian voting on the ground that the
interpersonal comparison of utilities is impossible. UV is thus possible and
as this paper attempts to show it is highly desirable.
One can also make a positive argument to the effect that the avoidance
of interpersonal utility comparisons is impossible. Any non-unanimous
social decision involves winners and losers and thus implies a judgment that
the gains outweigh the losses. Scientific analysis can help in devising
suitable rules for aggregating preferences. If this were not the case, the
continued existence of departments of economics and of political science
seems hard to justify.
6. The problem with collective choice and voting theories
The formal theory of voting has existed for about 200 years, the more
abstract theory of collective choice for about half a century. Both traditions
have produced large and highly formal literatures. If we define progress as
agreement on successively superior methods of voting and other methods
of collective choice, then it would appear that no progress has been made.
Plurality voting is still the standard and, though theorists agree on its
defects, no agreement on a superior method has been arrived at. In my view,
this rather uniquely negative record is a result of premature formalization
and concomitant lack of attention to the conceptualization of the empirical
problem that motivated the theories in the first place, namely the defects of
existing voting methods.
Instead, the theory produced a plethora of mathematical results without
any demonstration that they contribute to the solution of a concrete social
choiceproblem. In the case of collective choice theory the mistake was the
fixation on an ordinal representation. The problem with voting theories is
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that the different voting methods that are analyzed are based on inferior
generalizations from the case of two alternatives, i.e., majority rule (MR).
If the voter chooses one alternative out of two, it seems plausible to let him
choose one out of many, which is PV. An alternative generalization is the
Borda count (BC), which has the voting scale VS = (0,1, …, j-1). MR is
equivalent to BC in case of two alternatives. A final generalization of MV
is the Condorcet proposal that defines the Condorcet winner, if one exists,
as the winner in pair wise contests, decided by MR, with all other
candidates.10
I propose a different conceptualization of collective choice as a problem
of measurement. If preferences, or more generally judgments, are to be
aggregated, they must first be measured. Measurement universally proceeds
by means of scales that exist independently of the objects being measured.
Given the scale, measurement proceeds without further restrictions.
Suppose we wish to know of a pile of sticks which are longer than one meter
and which are shorter. It makes no sense to say that we can ‘allow’ one stick
to be longer, but then the rest must be shorter. However, this corresponds to
the measurement of preference in PV where we can choose one alternative
and are forced to reject the rest. Lifting this irrational restriction, while
keeping the two-valued scale, produces AV.
Given the long history of voting theory, it is surprising that the first step
towards UV, in the form of AV, was taken as late as the 1970s and the
second step, the introduction of a scale with arbitrary divisions, was taken
in 2000 with Smith’s (2000) paper on RV.
7. Arrow, Condorcet and utilitarian voting
In his review of collective choice theory, Sen (1986: 1074) put the
difference between ordinal and cardinal SWFs succinctly:
It appears that some conditions that look mild – and are indeed
satisfied comfortably by utilitarianism when translated into its
cardinal interpersonally comparable framework – cannot be fulfilled
by any rule whatsoever that has to base the social ordering on n–
tuples of individual orderings.

10

Condorcet produced many voting rules and the description of some is ambiguous. See

McLean and Urken (1995: 27–38) and Young (1988).
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The purpose of this section is to make the translation, demonstrating at the
same time that the conditions are trivially satisfied. My translation is based
on Vickrey’s (1960) restatement of Arrow’s conditions.
Unanimity sik ≥ sij ∀i,⇒ sk ≥ sj .
Nondictatorship There exists no individual i, such that sih > sik ⇒ sh > sk .
Transitivity The ordering of the alternatives implied by the vector of the
total vote (s1, …, sj) is transitive.
Unrestricted Domain Each voter can score any alternative with any score
permitted by the given voting scale.
Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives The total score for any alternative
does not depend on the scores given to other alternatives. A fortiori this is
true of the relationship between the scores of two alternatives.
The conditions follow trivially from the definition of UV. This ‘possibility
result’ is made possible by the fact that UV makes the gains and losses of
different voters commensurable by measuring them on a voting scale.
Arrow’s impossibility theorem is a consequence of the fact that he rejects
commensurability and thereby any method of choice in the absence of
unanimity.
The final condition 5 also clarifies the relationship between UV and the
Condorcet condition. If voters consistently vote in accordance with a given
voting scale, the UV winner must also win any bilateral contest and hence
would also be the Condorcet winner. This statement holds under sincere
voting. In a bilateral contest, voters have a strong incentive to utilize the
entire scale, in which case the result need not hold. A bilateral contest is
always decided by a (0, 1) ballot, regardless of whether the two candidates
are close on the voter’s preference scale, or far apart, so that there is a
preference distortion. Voters are likely to vote sincerely in a UV election
with multiple candidates, because then the determination of an optimal
strategy becomes exceedingly difficult, if not impossible. In that case the
UV result would be superior to the Condorcet winner.
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8. The common-sense argument for utilitarian voting
In Section 2 I argued that voting is an instance of the aggregation of
judgments. If we look at how judgments are aggregated in fields other than
voting, we find a startling contrast. There judgments are measured on a fixed
scale, added and averaged. This was not done because some abstract theory
demanded it. It was done because this is the way that measurement
universally proceeds and no reasonable alternative suggests itself. In
considering the examples below, I will only describe the scales used. That
the numbers obtained are added and averaged is true in all cases.
Consider first the example that is closest to political voting: surveys of
thepopularity of politicians. Such surveys are conducted in most democratic
countries. In the US they are conducted by the Survey Research Center of
the University of Michigan. Respondents are asked to rate politicians on a
‘temperature scale’ ranging from 0 to 100. In Germany, Forschungsgruppe
Wahlen uses the ‘Politbarometer’ scale ranging from –5 (very negative) to
+5 (very positive).
Much more common than political surveys are those conducted by firms
to measure the satisfaction of their customers. The typical scale is discrete
and has the values: excellent (+2), good (+1), satisfactory (0), poor (–1), bad
(–2), or some equivalent descriptive terms, or numbers. The scale may be
presented directly in numbers, or in words and then converted to numbers.
A similar scale is used to measure performance either in scholastic or
vocational settings. Here a typical scale is: excellent (1), good (2); average
(3), poor (4), failing (5). In the German system a grade of 0.5 is also
sometimes given to denote an exceptional performance. These tests may
involve multiple levels of aggregation, for example by combining
examination notes to obtain course notes and then combining these to obtain
a grade for the entire course of study. Performance ratings illustrate
particularly well why I prefer to use the term ‘judgment’ rather than
‘preference’, since the examiner is expected to be guided by his objective
knowledge of the subject matter, not by any kind of preference.
In all of the examples cited, there is no restriction as to how the values
allowed by a given scale may be applied. For example, no one has suggested
that a class of, say, 30 students should be rated by the BC, 29 points for the
best and 0 for the worst student. The only exception is political voting. I
have never seen any explicit justification for violating voter sovereignty in
this manner and believe that none exists.
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9. The utilitarian tradition and voting
Beginning with the early utilitarians, particularly Bentham and J.S. Mill,
utilitarianism provided the generally accepted ethical foundation of
economics and much of social thought. The basic utilitarian position is that
the aim of social policy should be the maximization of the population’s total
utility, defined as the sum of individual utilities. Utilitarians were convinced
of the measurability of utility in principle, but did not progress in
operationalizing this view.
It is not my purpose here to review the vast literature pro and con
utilitarianism. Instead I limit myself to describing the connection between
voting and utilitarian social choice theory. It depends on
Cardinal Utility: The scores by means of which voters express their
preferences on an appropriate voting scale can be interpreted as their
cardinal utilities regarding the relevant alternatives.
Given this condition, it follows that UV is the utilitarian solution to the
voting problem. Let sij be the score of the ith voter for the jth alternative. If
ah is the winning alternative, then from the definition of UV,

∑s

ih

= max( j) ∑ s ij

Accepting utilitarianism as the relevant ethical postulate is, in connection
with this condition sufficient to establish UV.
10. Deriving the voting rule from behind the veil of ignorance
A persistent theme of both religion and ethics throughout the ages has been
that ethical behavior is not narrowly self-centered, but involves an emphatic
identification with others. This idea was formalized by both Rawls (1958,
1971) and Harsanyi (1955, 1976). Rawls has been justifiably criticized for
employing the minimax rule, while Harsanyi uses the standard assumption
of expected utility maximization. While adopting Harsanyi’s formal
argument, I interpret it differently.
Harsanyi postulates that when an individual decides behind the veil of
ignorance he assumes that in a future situation of collective decision making
he could, with equal probability, be one of the other members of society
involved in that decision. The following quotation (Harsanyi 1976: 22)
makes this clear:
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Or rather, if he had an equal chance of being ‘put in place of’ any
individual member of the society, with regard not only to his
objective social (and economic) conditions, but also to his subjective
attitudes and tastes. In other words, he ought to judge the utility of
another individual’s position not in terms of his own attitudes and
tastes but rather in terms of the attitudes and tastes of the individual
actually holding this position.
When Harsanyi goes on to postulate that an individual maximizes his
expected utility under the assumption just described, he is not using the
conventional assumption of maximizing ones own expected utility.
Harsanyi here squeezes the concept of empathy into a narrow mathematical
corset taken from individual decision making under uncertainty and not
clearly relevant for social decisions.
My position is that voting theory is distinct from ethics in the sense that
there cannot be any control over the votes that are cast to determine if they
are ethical or not. The aggregation of votes may well be considered from an
ethical viewpoint, but the evaluation of individual preferences is beyond the
scope of voting theory.
In classical utilitarianism the utilitarian decision rule was advanced as a
fundamental ethical principle, for which no further justification was either
needed, or available. In my view, if the argument involving the veil of
ignorance is to carry conviction beyond postulating utilitarianism directly,
it must involve a straight forward application of expected utility
maximization based on the deciding individual’s own utility function. A
similar position was taken by Rae (1969) and Taylor (1969) who also used
the veil of ignorance argument. They considered the choice between two
alternatives on the basis of a 2-valued scale and arrived at majority rule.
Had they considered an arbitrary number of alternatives, while retaining the
2-valued scale, they would have discovered AV. The general case, with an
arbitrary number of alternatives is considered below.
Assume that the members of a constitutional convention, hereafter
called electors, have to decide, possibly among other issues, on a voting
rule. Each elector is perfectly selfish, solely interested in how he himself
will fare in future elections, as measured by her expected utility. The utility
experienced by the ith voter in a future election given that the jth alternative
is chosen is the score sij on her ballot, taken from the relevant voting scale.
Let N be the number of voters in a future election. Each elector assumes
that in that election he could have, with equal probability 1/N, the
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preferences of any voter. If the jth alternative wins, the expected utility of
1

this outcome to the elector is ∑𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑗 , the average utility of the jth outcome.
𝑁

Let h be the alternative that maximizes this expression. Then,
1
𝑁

1

∑𝑖 𝑠𝑖ℎ = max(j) ∑𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑗
𝑁

Alternative h that maximizes the electors expected utility is by definition
the UV winner. This argument holds with regard to any election in which
the elector may participate at some future time. UV is the election method
that a rational utility maximizing elector would prefer. If all electors are
expected utility maximizers and are able to understand the consequences of
their choice, they will unanimously choose UV.11
Implicit in this argumentation is not Harsanyi’s assumption of an
elector’s serial identity with all voters of a future election, but rather an
assumption of similarity of tastes, or values among the members of a
society. If in a future election, alternative a gets twice as many votes as
alternative b, then by assumption, the elector will be twice as likely to vote
for a than for b. A similarity of tastes and values may be regarded as a
defining characteristic of a society, as distinct from a random collection of
individuals.
This derivation, based on self interest only, clearly differs from the
previous section where the utilitarian rule was simply postulated as a
fundamental ethical principle. The argument involving the veil of ignorance
is also distinct from Harsanyi’s axiomatic derivation of a utilitarian SWF.
That derivation gave rise to a literature that focuses on the intermingling
of differences in tastes and differences in beliefs in shaping the differences
in individual choices.12 It would be interesting to have an analysis along
these lines of the choice from behind the veil of ignorance.
The connection between choice under uncertainty and voting that is
provided by the conception of voting behind a veil of ignorance can be
extended to the analysis of other voting procedures as well. The minimax
rule of decision theory corresponds to anti-plurality voting in which the
alternative with the fewest negative votes is chosen. PV corresponds to a

11It

has been objected that deciding on a voting rule by means of a vote is circular.
Since, under the assumptions made, the decision on a voting rule is made
unanimously, there is no circularity. The choice would be the same no matter which
voting rule is used at the constitutional level.
12
A recent contribution is Gilboa et al. (2004).
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maximax rule of maximizing the probability of the largest gain, regardless
of risk. This would appear to be another major flaw of PV.
11. Axiomatic derivations of UV
In this section I discuss two axiomatic systems that can be easily applied to
UV. May (1952) postulated four conditions to derive MR for the case of
two alternatives.13 I reformulate these slightly so that they can be related to
UV, which satisfied them easily. The following subsection considers a set
of conditions due to d’Aspremont and Gevers (1977) that is necessary and
sufficient to establish a utilitarian SWF.
11.1 May’s conditions
Decisiveness The voting rule produces a definite outcome for any pattern of
individual preferences.
Anonymity: The outcome depends only on the votes cast, and not on
which voter cast which vote.
Neutrality If in a vote sk ≥ sj and sh = sk , then sh ≥ sj .
Positive responsiveness If a voter increases his score for some alternative,
then the outcome for that alternative cannot be worse.
That these conditions are satisfied by UV is trivial; I have not been able to
extend May’s proof of sufficiency from MR to the case of UV.
11.2 The conditions of d’Aspremont and Gevers
d’Aspremont and Gevers (1977) presented a set of conditions that are
necessary and sufficient for a cardinal SWF.14 I reinterpret these to fit the
assumption that preferences are expressed as scores on a ballot. There is
some overlap between these conditions and those of May.
Universal domain This is the same as May’s decisiveness.

An exposition of May’s result can also be found in Mueller (2003: 133–136).
Sen (1986: 1125) also discusses the result.

13
14
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Independence of irrelevant alternatives The choice from any subset of
alternatives is independent of the preferences over alternatives outside that
subset.
Unanimity If each voter gives a higher score to alternative a, than to
alternative b, then a must be socially preferred to b.
Anonymity Any permutation of ballots among voters leaves the result
unchanged.
Positive linear transformation (PLT) A transformation of individual utilities
of the form ai + bui , b > 0 , where b is identical over all voters, does not
change the outcome.
D’Aspremont and Grevers demonstrate that in their formulation these
assumptions imply a utilitarian SWF of the form w = Σui . Instead of PLT,
Iassume Condition VS. This assumption is stronger than PLT, since now
ai = a, ∀i .
Given the five assumptions, the utilitarian SWF is simply UV, since the
individual utilities are in this case the scores assigned by voters to the
alternatives. That UV satisfies all conditions is easily checked. I omit the
proof of necessity, given by d’Aspremont and Grevers for the more general
case based on PLT.
12. PV and alternatives under sincere voting
The choice of one out of several alternatives may depend not only on how
good the chosen alternative is, but also on how bad the others are. The
alternatives to UV are the traditional voting methods. Their flaws have been
much discussed in the literature and the search for superior alternatives has
been a principal motivation of voting theory. The flaws are of two kinds:
The first occurs when voters cast sincere votes, expressing their true
preferences as well as they can be expressed under a given voting system.
The second involves strategic voting when voters deliberately cast votes
that do not reflect their true preferences. This is the subject of the next
section. In the following I will first sharpen the criticism of PV under sincere
voting and then consider the alternatives.
How can a possible outcome of a voting system be evaluated? The
theory of this paper suggests that the best outcome is the candidate who
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would win a utilitarian vote (utilitarian winner), the worst is the candidate
getting the worst score in a utilitarian vote (utilitarian loser). The Condorcet
criterion (CC) is the one most often used in the literature. The best candidate
here is the Condorcet winner, who wins all binary contests; the worst is the
Condorcet loser, who loses all binary contests. Neither a Condorcet winner,
nor a Condorcet loser, always exists. In the following example, under PV,
the Condorcet winner exists and is identical with the utilitarian winner; the
Condorcet loser also exists and is identical with the utilitarian loser. For the
purpose of evaluation I use the following definition:
A ‘best’ candidate is one who wins under both UV and CC and a ‘worst’
candidate is one who loses under both UV and CC.
12.1 The flaw of PV
Under PV the best candidate may receive the fewest votes and the worst
candidate the most votes. The statement is illustrated by the following
example:
Preference
No. of Voters
EV Score

abc
35
1, 0, –1

cba
30
–1, 0, 1

bca
20
–1, 1, 0

The first row of the table shows the preference orderings of three groups of
voters, the second their number. The third row shows the utilitarian vote of
each group on the three-valued EV scale. These scores always relate to the
abc ordering.
The results of pair wise contests are: ba (50/35), ca (50/35), bc (55/30),
so that b always wins, a always looses. The aggregate score for the EV vote
is (–15, 20, –5) so that again b is the winner, a the loser. In a PV election,
the total scores are (35, 20, 30) so that a, the worst candidate wins, the best
candidate, b receives the smallest number of votes.
PV is a very undesirable voting system even in the absence of such an
extreme result. The general problem is that it often leads to the election of
a minority candidate, defined as one supported by few and opposed by many
voters. Various examples of such pathological outcomes are given by Brams
and Fishburn (1983). Tabarrok and Spector (1999) argue that Lincoln was
a minority candidate.
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My interest in the subject was aroused by thinking about the US
presidential elections in 1952 and 1956. The Democratic candidate in both
elections was Adlai Stevenson, an intellectual with a sharp self-deprecating
wit, the darling of the college crowd and rather disliked by the American
mainstream. In the primaries Stevenson was opposed by bland mainstream
candidates. Stevenson was elected because the mainstream vote was divided
among his opponents. No Democratic candidate could have won against
‘Ike’ in these elections, but the fact remains that the Democrats probably
chose their weakest candidate.
PV elections that result in undesirable outcomes are of two types: the
first is illustrated by US presidential primaries with many candidates, the
second by US presidential elections when there is a third-party candidate.
A recent example is the candidacy of Ralph Nader in the presidential
election of 2000. Most Nader supporters would probably have voted for
Gore rather than Bush. In this very close and contested election, in which
Gore actually received more popular votes than Bush, Nader’s candidacy
probably tilted the scale in Bush’s favor. It is typical of such elections that
the third-party candidate takes votes away from the candidate that he is
ideologically closest to and perversely favors the election of the candidate
that he and his supporters most oppose.
The motivation of formal voting theory has always been to find a voting
rule that is superior to PV. First steps along such a road were taken by Borda
and Condorcet.15 14Their proposals are rarely implemented, never in general
elections, and this for good reasons. The BC requires the voters to evaluate
all alternatives on a rigid scale that may not correspond with their actual
preferences. Specifically, indifference is ruled out. Condorcet proposed
many different voting methods and was never quite satisfied with any. I
discuss here only his method of pair wise comparisons that will produce a
Condorcet winner and a Condorcet loser if these exist; otherwise a cycle.
Apart from the fact that, as Condorcet realized, a Condorcet winner may not
exist, the method is also impractical for conducting an election. Suppose
there are 6 candidates, which is a reasonable number. Then the number of
required pair wise comparisons is 6! = 720.
The most prominent attempts at avoiding, or at least ameliorating, the
defects of single stage voting systems are multiple stage voting systems.
The most popular is plurality voting with a runoff (PVR) in which the two
15

For a discussion and original sources, see McLean and Urken (1995).
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candidates with the most votes face each other. Another method, widely
practiced in the English-speaking world is the Hare system, or single
transferable vote (STV). Originally it was proposed for elections in which
several candidates from a single district are to be elected to an assembly;
only the case where a single candidate is to be elected will be discussed
here. Each round of STV is a PV leading either to the election of a majority
candidate, or the elimination of the candidate with the fewest votes. The
election stops when there is a majority winner. A computerized version of
STV, called instant transferable vote (ITV), has been gaining in the U.S.
Here voters state the order of their first three preferences, with successive
rounds of voting being simulated on the computer.
Under all voting systems mentioned above the ‘best’ candidate may be
eliminated in the first round. In subsequent rounds popular candidates may
be eliminated in favor of less popular ones, as defined by the Condorcet
criterion.
All multi-stage voting systems suffer from the ‘monotonicity’ paradox.
This means that, if in any round voters shift towards some candidate, this
may cause him to lose an election he would otherwise win. The reason is
that the shift will generally change who is eliminated in that round. Let a be
the candidate gaining votes, b the candidate eliminated in that round and c
the candidate who would have been eliminated had the shift in votes not
taken place. It may be that a could have reached the final round and beaten
c to win the election, but that he will lose in the alternate scenario.16
The principal voting methods discussed in main stream voting theory
are all seen to be deeply flawed under sincere voting. As might be guessed,
the situation does not improve under strategic voting.
13. PV and alternatives under strategic voting
13.1 The Existing literature on Strategic Voting
There is no doubt that strategic voting exists. For example, under PV it is
common for a voter to vote for the most preferred candidate in the set of
those he believes have a realistic chance to win, not for the most preferred
in the entire set. What is much less clear is how the problem should be

16

Brams and Fishburn (1983a, Section 8.6) discuss the monotonicity paradox;
further pathologies in relation to STV are discussed in Brams and Fishburn (1983b).
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analyzed. In the modern mainstream of voting theory a game theoretic
model is used. The voter is assumed to maximize the chance of casting a
‘decisive’ vote, i.e., one that actually changes the outcome. This is entirely
implausible. The chance of being decisive in a general election is
indistinguishable from zero. The vast majority of the electorate has no
knowledge of game theory, most have probably never heard of it.
The vast empirical literature on voting does not even consider the game
theoretic model. Merrill and Grofman (1999), in their extensive analysis
deal with strategic behavior of parties and candidates, but not of voters.
They find that the principal determinants of voter behavior are: party
affiliation; proximity of own policy views to party platform; approval of the
direction in which a candidate proposes to take his part. Brennan and
Lomasky (1993) propose an ‘expressive’ theory of voting according to
which the act of voting has an intrinsic value independently of the outcome.
Regarding strategic voting they write (on p. 121) that it “…is intellectually
of interest but not, as far as we know, enormously significant empirically.”
13.2 A tentative analysis of strategic voting
The above survey indicates that there is little by way of reliable knowledge
concerning strategic voting. My position is intermediate been that of the
theorists and that of the empiricists: strategic voting is clearly of some
significance; just how much can only be determined by future empirical
research.
I want to change the focus somewhat. What really matters is not strategic
voting per se, but rather the amount of preference distortion that may occur
with or without strategic voting. Preference distortion occurs even under
sincere voting with RESV. This is the argument for UV under sincere
voting.
RESV and UV are also fundamentally different under strategic voting.
Under RESV the preference distortion is extreme. If a voter chooses to vote
for a candidate who is not his favorite, he cannot give the top score to his
favorite. Under PV the distortion is extreme in that the favored candidate
now gets the same zero score as the most disliked. Under BR the distortion
is milder: when, for strategic reasons a candidate is moved to first place,
then all that were ranked above him are moved one place back from the
sincere ranking. In each case, the result is a consequence of the fact that the
voter is not allowed to evaluate the candidates independently. Under UV, if
a candidate is given the maximal score for strategic reasons, the voter can
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still give that score also to all candidates whom he ranks higher. He not only
can, he should! It is more sincere and if it has any effect at all, it will have
contributed to the win of a candidate more preferred by the voter than his
strategic choice.
I conclude that UV is equally superior to RESV under both strategic and
sincere voting.
14. Which UV rule?
A decision for UV leaves open the precise scale to be used. I believe that
this choice should be regarded as a pragmatic issue to be decided by
experimenting with the principal scales that have been proposed.
Nevertheless, I offer my thoughts on this subject here by reviewing the
principal choices.
AV: Extensive justifications for AV were given by Brams and Fishburn
(1983a) and more recently in by Weber (1995), as well as by Brams and
Sanver (2006). Brams and Fishburn (2005) discuss their efforts at getting
AV adopted, as well as attempting an evaluation of AV in those instances
where it was used.
At the core of the arguments presented is the assumption that
preferences are dichotomous. This means that the voter puts each of the
alternatives facing him into one of two classes: those of whom he approves
and those of whom he disapproves. If this assumption is correct, the AV is
the simplest and best voting rule.
I am skeptical regarding the assumption of dichotomous preferences. It
is a common experience that in addition to feeling positive or negative about
candidates or issues, we may also feel neutral. The examples of common
scales for aggregating judgments given in Section 8 typically use a scale
with 5 or 6 values. These examples may involve more information than a
voter has in a general election; but they do suggest that a two-valued scale
may be too narrow. A psychological shortcoming of AV is that it does not
allow voters the satisfaction of explicitly voting against a disliked candidate,
or issue.
RV: Here the intent is clearly to allow voters a wide choice of possible
scores in a given range. Smith (2000), the principal theoretical paper
advocating RV, assumes that the score can be any number in the interval (0,
1). However, in an empirical study of RV, Smith, Quintal and Greene (2005)
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used the interval (0, 100). No explanation of the change was given, but it
does seem more practicable to deal with whole numbers than with decimals.
Following the 2004 US presidential election, the authors’ conducted an exit
poll by asking 122 respondents for the RV scores of 7 major and minor party
candidates. From their analysis of the responses, they tried to determine
among other things an optimal scale. From the fact that some voters used
numbers that were multiples of 5, but not of ten, they conclude that a scale
with 20 values is desired by voters. This is not convincing, since these
numbers may have been 25, 50, 75, suggesting a 4-valued scale. Also, I feel
that experiments with different scales are needed, rather than trying to infer
the optimal scale from votes on the 100-point scale.
The paper has some interesting findings that should be explored further.
The mean scores of the major candidates where rather close to the scores of
the same candidates on an AV scale that was also tested. This raises the
issue of how much difference a more differentiated scale actually makes to
the outcome. Only a minority utilized the full range of the scale, suggesting
that the majority voted sincerely, rather than strategically.
EV: Felsenthal (1989) analyzed this method as a combination of approval
and disapproval voting. He concluded that with strategic voting in a small
group EV reduces to AV. I proposed EV in Hillinger (2004a, 2004b) EV is
intermediate between AV and RV. My motivation for advocating EV has
been twofold. I feel that the 2-valued range of AV voting is not
discriminating enough and that voters desire the emotional satisfaction of
being able to directly vote against as well as for a candidate. I also feel that
compared to the examples in Section 8 that use a 5, or 6-point scale, voters
are generally less informed and hence less able to discriminate.
Direct evidence on this issue is provided by voting in committees. Here
the voting generally proceeds issue by issue, or amendment by amendment.
Members are asked to vote for, against, or abstain. An abstention in a
committee is not comparable to staying home in a general election because
of lack of interest, or because the voter thinks that he will have no effect on
the outcome. The committee member who abstains is physically present and
knows that his vote can make a difference. He abstains because he is neutral,
rather than positive or negative about the issue being voted on. The fact that
a committee vote typically includes some abstentions indicates a
willingness to utilize a 3-point scale.
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15. Utilitarian voting in the Republic of Venice
This section is based on the interesting article by Lines (1986), but has a
somewhat different interpretation of the facts that she describes. Lines
describes the electoral procedures used by the Venetian oligarchy to elect
their dogi. They were in effect from 1268 to 1789, the last election before
the conquest by Napoleon and thus in one of the longest lasting and
successful republics of history. The total voting process was extremely
complicated, involving many rounds of elimination, either by vote or by lot.
The interpretation that suggests itself is that this was a design to make it
impossible to predict the outcome and thus to avoid the wheeling and
dealing by which parties usually try to influence the outcome. In the
following I will discuss solely the voting procedures employed.
Lines, as reflected in her title, regards the voting procedures as AV. This
is not quite correct. For one, she cites the historian Maranini to the effect
that in some election three different balls could be cast into the urn,
signifying favor, contrariness and doubt. In some elections, ‘doubt’ meant
a need for more discussion and a postponement of the election. In other
cases, the ‘doubt’ vote was simply not counted as the election proceeded.
This is clearly EV rather than AV.
Even the probably more usual case, in which only two different balls,
signifying ‘yes’, or ‘no’, were available is not equivalent to the
contemporary definition of AV. Under AV, the voter actively selects the
candidates of whom she approves and ignores the rest. Under the Venetian
rules, a negative vote must actually be cast, just as a positive vote. More
importantly, a negative vote had more weight than a positive vote. Two
negative votes out of a total of nine constituted a veto.
The Venetian system was utilitarian in the sense that all available scores
could always be used in relation to all candidates. It deviated from pure
utilitarianism through the introduction of an element of veto power. In
contrast to the risk maximizing PV, Venetians were risk averse. The
proud500-year history of their republic confirms this as having been the
right choice.
16. Conclusion
The paper advances a number of positive arguments in favor of utilitarian
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voting. The most fundamental argument is the criterion of unrestricted
consumer sovereignty. There is no justification for restricting voters’ ability
to evaluate alternatives by means of a given voting scale.
The criticism of PV is sharpened by showing that the it may elect the
worst candidate under both the utilitarian and Condorcet criteria.
I believe that further progress on voting rules, particularly the selection
of an appropriate scale, calls above all for empirical and experimental
studies of voter behavior under different rules. In this connection it is
interesting to note that the past several decades have seen the evolution of a
substantial engineering literature on ‘voting’ by information processing
machines and software. In contrast to the political theory of voting, this
literature is largely empirical, examining the performance of different
voting rules in practice. Contributors to this literature recognize that the
problems that they deal with are similar to those encountered in political
voting.17 An influence from the empirical approach of the engineers on the
political theory of voting would be salutary.
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